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ABSTRACT: 

Technology applies Science and material for human uses, and nanotechnology 

applies sciences and materials at the nanoscale. In nutritional sciences, the use of 

nanotechnology is applicable to antibacterial application, which includes coating of 

kitchen equipment, and smart food packaging. In this food packaging technique the 

packaging material tells you, if the food inside has gone bad; it release substances 

to treat and purify contaminated foods. In food packaging surface coatings 

incorporate nanoscale like Titanium dioxide, polyethene, polyvinyl chloride, 

polypropylene, packaging these coating ensure longer shelf life of those products. 

In food packaging nanoscale additives are used in some coatings that are so smooth 

that nothing can stick to it, because of this nonstick and antibacterial food coating 

properties. 

Many types of nanoparticles have been investigated for antimicrobial 

properties, it is the ability of a substance to kill or inhibit the growth of microbes or 

microbiological organisms. Microbes include bacteria such as Escherichia coli and 

Salmonella and also Lactobacillus acidophilus, the active in yogurt that improves 

digestion. Now nanobacteria are an emerging area of research, where as viruses are 

also microbes, but are of nanoscale size. Thus nanoscale silver is currently the 

most widely developed for antimicrobial use. Colloidal silver and silver ions have 

been used as antimicrobial agents. It is used for killing E.Coli (Sondi and Salopek 

Sondi, 2004). However, it is cleared that the nanoparticles and nanosciences play a 

major role in developing ecofriendly environment in food packaging. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 Packaging is defined as a system of ensuring safe delivery to the ultimate 

consumer in safe and sound condition at an affordable cost.  

 Packaging fulfill the diverse role from protecting products, preventing 

spoilage, contamination, extending shelf life, ensuring safe storage thereby 

helping to make them readily available to consumers. 

 Nanomaterial used for packaging include propylene, polyethylene, polyvinyl 

chloride, titanium dioxide etc. are used for packaging applications. 

 The use of nanotechnology is applicable to food packaging and surface 

coating with polyethylene, titanium dioxide, polyvinyl chloride. This coating 

ensures longer shelf life of those products 
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OBJECTIVES: 

 To study the ability of a substance to kill or inhibit the growth the microbes 

or microbiological organisms such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella, 

Lactobacillus acidophilus and viruses. 

 To study the use of antimicrobial agents used for killing E.coli. 

 To study the coating used in different kitchen equipment through the 

application of nanoparticles and nanotechnology. 

 To study the use of nanoscale additives used in some coating that are so 

smooth that nothing can stick to it (non-stick coating used in non-stick 

kitchen equipment). 

 

10 REASONS FOR USING NANOTECH IN FOOD 

 Contamination sensor 

 Antimicrobial packaging 

 Improved food storage 

 Enhanced nutrient delivery 

 Green packaging 

 Pesticide reduction 

 Tracking, tracing; Brand protection 

 Texture 

 Flavor 

 Bacteria identification and elimination  

 

Nanotechnology in food and related applications 
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NANOTECHNOLOGY AND FOOD PACKAGING: 

1. Barrier packaging: 

 For some time now, food has been packaged in a 

protective, oxygen-free atmosphere. Standard 

packing film made from flexible plastics, however, 

is slightly permeable to oxygen and other gases. 

Over time, this means that the protective atmosphere 

can leak out, and oxygen can leak in, damaging the 

food. 

 A coating of metal or glass, which are totally 

impermeable to gases, would prevent this from 

happening - this is obviously impractical however, 

as it would reduce flexibility, and would be much 

more expensive than plastic packaging. 

 This is where nanotechnology comes to the rescue - 

a coating just a few nanometres thick is sufficient to 

create an impermeable layer, without compromising 

on flexibility or adding a great deal to the cost. 

 

2. Antimicrobial packaging 

 Packaging can be enhanced to actively reduce the growth of harmful 

microbes. Antibacterial coatings most often use silver nanoparticles, which 

are becoming more and more common in everything from wound dressings 

to electrical appliances. 

 

 

Schematic of a 

nanostructured, multi-

layer barrier film for use 

in packaging 
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 Zinc oxide nanoparticles, which become more antibacterial as their particle 

size gets smaller, and chitin, which is a natural substance found in the shells 

of crustaceans like crabs and shrimps. 

 

3. Active or "Smart" Packaging 

 Packaging with embedded smart materials and 

flexible nanoelectronics could actively control 

the environment inside the packaging, and alert 

consumers when the food has begun to decay. 

 Use of Self-healing polymers as an outer layer in 

food packaging could allow small punctures and 

tears in the wrapping, reducing wastage due to 

damaged packaging. 

 One interesting development is the use of 

nanoparticles to create colour-changing plastic 

packaging which indicated when food is going 

off. There are two main mechanisms to achieve 

this - chemical and physical. 
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 The chemical mechanism uses a chemical indicator which changes colour in 

the presence of gases given off when food oxidizes. 

 The physical mechanism uses nanoparticles embedded in the polymer layers 

which change their optical properties depending on their relative position in 

the lattice structure. This can be designed so that an intense colour is 

produced when the packaging stretches, creating an obvious indication of 

gas-releasing decomposition. 

4. RFID Tags 

 Nanotechnology techniques are already used in the manufacture of RFID 

(Radio Frequency Identification) tags, and improvements in these techniques 

in the coming years will result in smaller, cheaper RFID systems. This will 

make them ever more common - it is likely that they will eventually replace 

barcodes altogether. 
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Bar codes and sell-by dates could soon be a thing of the past in food packaging, 

replaced by RFID tags and smart materials to alert consumers to the food going 

off. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons. 

APPLICATION OF NANOTECHNOLOGY IN FOOD PACKAGING 

 Carbon Nanotubes: They are cylinders with nanoscale 

diameters that can be used in food packaging to 

improve its mechanical properties. It has been recently 

discovered that they might exhibit powerful 

antimicrobial effects. E coli bacteria died on immediate 

direct contact with aggregates of carbon nanotubes. 

 Nanosensors: Can easily detect pathogens, toxins and 

chemicals in foods. A number of research reports have 

described the detection methods for toxins, allergens, 

bacteria and viruses using nanotechnology. Scientists at 

the University of Pennsylvania and Monell Chemical 

Sciences Center have used nano-sized carbon tubes 

coated with DNA strands to create nanosensors that 

have the ability to detect odors and tastes. 

 

 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags: Could 

be incorporated into food packages in the future. These 

do not require line-of-sight for reading like bar-codes 

and enable registration of hundreds of tags in a second. 

Retail chains such as Wal-Mart are testing this 

technology. 
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 Nano-wheels: Adds to the improvement in food packaging. These 

molecules are incorporated into plastics in order to enhance their barrier and 

mechanical properties. 

 

 Nanovesicles: Capable of detecting E. coli 0157:H7, Listeria 

monocytogenes and Salmonella spp. Liposome nanovesicles have been 

devised to detect peanut allergen proteins. 

 DNA Biochips: They have been under 

development for quite some time now, to detect 

pathogens. A carbon nanotube functions as the 

transmitter while a single strand of DNA function 

as the sensor. 

 

 

 

 Electronic tongue nano-sensors: Being 

developed to detect substances in parts per trillion 

which could be used to trigger a color changes in 

food packages to alert the consumer to food that 

has been spoiled. 

 

APPLICATION OF NANO-MATERIALS IN PACKAGING 

1. Polymer Nanocomposites 

2. Nano-coatings 

3. Surface biocides 

4. Active packaging 

5. Intelligent packaging 
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6. Bio-plastics (Bradley  E.L.2011) 

POLYMER USED IN FOOD PACKAGING 

1. Polyolefins 

 Polypropylene (PP) 

 Polyethylene (HDPE, LDPE, etc.) 

2. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 

3. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

 

NANOTECHNOLOGY AND FOOD SAFETY 

 Detection of tiny amounts of a chemical contaminant, virus or bacteria in 

food system is another potential use of nanotechnology. The exciting 

possibility of combining biology and nanoscale technology into sensors is 

promising as it will take a significantly reduced response-time to sense a 

potential problem. This will result in more safety for the food processing 

system. 

 Nanotechnology could also be applied in the food analysis in order to detect 

fairly low amounts of toxins produced by microorganisms. For example, 

Staphylococcus aureus is capable of synthesizing thermostable enterotoxins 

A, B, C, D and E. The nanotechnology has developed a test for detection of 

S. aureus based on the use of magnetic beads, which can detect most of S. 

aureus strains at a very low viable count. This will result in improving 

foodsafety 

ADVANTAGES 

 Increase the gas and vapour barrier properties  

 Better biodegradability  
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 Increase the mechanical properties and thermal 

stability 

 Efficient antioxidant, oxygen scavenging or antimicrobial bio-packaging 

 Increased food quality and safety (Garcia et al.2007)  

UNCERTAINTIES IN CONSUMER SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

SAFETY 

 Lack of understanding on how to evaluate the potential hazard by 

nanomaterials by the oral route. 

 Lack of tools to use to estimate exposure 

 Possibility that the high surface area and active surface chemistry of some 

nanomaterials could give rise to unwanted chemical reactions. 

 Lack of understanding on the impact of nanomaterials in waste disposal 

streams 

CONCLUSION: 

 The research clearly shows that nano-enhanced packaging has much to offer 

the food industry. Benefits range from stronger and more flexible films, to 

smart packaging which can vastly simplify stock management and monitor 

food condition. 

 However, as with many burgeoning areas of nanotechnology, there are some 

concerns which must be raised. It is not yet completely clear to what extent 

nanoparticles embedded in packaging films can leach into food products, 

and what the effects of exposure to various nanomaterials on consumer 

health might be. 
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 Applications in nano-enabled packaging span development of improved 

tastes, color, flavor, texture and consistency of foodstuffs, increased 

absorption and bio-availability of nutrients and health supplements, new 

food packaging materials with improved mechanical, barrier and 

antimicrobial properties, and nano-sensors for traceability and monitoring 

the condition of food during transport and storage. 
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